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INSTRUCTIONS To CANDIDATES 
SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrylng TWO marks 
each. 
SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrylng FIVE marks each and students 
have to attempt any FOUR questions. 
SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 
have to attempt any TWO questions. 

3. 

SECTION-A 

1. Write briefly: 

a) What is DCL command? Give its two examples. 

b) How does the system generate timestamps? 

c)What is data mart? Which schema is suitable for data mart? 

d) Discuss the three levels of data abstraction. 

e) Discuss the ACID properties of transactions in databases. 

What is Big data? 

g) Define two phase locking protoco 

-h) What do you mean by query optimization'? 

i) What are the advantages and disadvantages of OODBMS? 

j)What is buffer management? 

SECTION-B 

2. What is deadlock? Explain the schemes for deadlock detection and recovery. 

3 Explain the steps in query processing'? How would you estimate the cost of the query 
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ISeuss tive level schema in distributed database system. Also give its advantages and 

disadvantages. 
5. Explain the architecture of a data warehouse with the help of a diagram. 

6 Discuss the different phases of data mining process. 

SECTION-C 

7. Write short note on following commands: 

a) Select with where clause, group by clause, having clause 

b) Drop and Delete 

c) Grant and Revoke 

d) Sum and Count function 

e) Alter and Update. 

Give a comparative study of different features of MysQL, Oracle and Microsoft SQL 
8. 

Server. 

9. Illustrate the statement syntax for following operations on given table. 

a) Create above given table. 

b) Change the marks of Rahul in English subject from 89 to 91. 

c) Display the name of students who got more than 80 marks in any subject. 

d) Calculate total marks of individual student. 

e) Increase marks by adding 5 marks whose marks are less than 75. 

English S-Name 
Arjun 
Suraj 

Science 
85 

Sr.No Maths 
73 

IT 
100 75 70 
101 88 75 95 84 
102 Ravi 89 82 91 

2 Payal 
Meena 

103 70 92 
104 86 85 81 71 

voTE - Disclosure of Identity by writing Mobile No. or Making of passing request on any 
Dage of Answer Sheet will lead to UMC against the Student. 


